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ABSTRACT

Aim/Purpose  
The aim of this paper is to identify the possibilities for reducing the second and third levels of the digital divide (or inequality) through conscious application of digital technologies, especially through the promotion of digital means for information, enlightenment, and entertainment.

Background  
This article reviews studies carried out between 2000 and 2017, which investigate the social benefits of digital technology use for disadvantaged user groups and, especially, of their outcomes in terms of increasing digital skills and motivation to use information and communication technologies.

Methodology  
The literature review of the selected texts was carried out using thematic content analysis. The coding scheme was open but based on the theory of three levels of digital divide by van Dijk.

Contribution  
The results of the analysis show the difficulties related to the attempts of reducing the digital divide on the second and third level using only digital interventions, but also reveal the potential of these interventions.

Findings  
The literature review confirms the connection of different levels of digital divide with other relational and structural inequalities. It provides insights into the strengths and weaknesses of digital interventions aimed at the reduction of digital inequalities. Their success depends on the consideration of the context and participants needs as well as on carefully planned strategies.
Digital Inequality Reduction

Recommendations for Practitioners
While planning a digital intervention with the aim of reducing digital inequalities, it is necessary to assess carefully the context and the needs of participants. Educational interventions should be based on suitable didactic and learning strategies.

Recommendations for Researchers
More research is needed into the factors that increase the effectiveness of digital interventions aimed at reducing the digital divide.

Impact on Society
The paper summarizes and demonstrates the shortcomings and limitations of poorly designed interventions in reducing the digital divide but emphasizes the possibilities of raising the motivation and benefits for the participants of strategically planned and implemented projects.

Future Research
We will apply the findings of this literature review in an intervention in the context of Lithuanian towns of different sizes.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The aim of this paper is to identify the possibilities for reducing the second and third levels of the digital divide or digital inequality (see explanation in Figure 1) through conscious application of digital technologies, especially through the promotion of digital means for information, enlightenment, and entertainment. Our interest is guided by our involvement in a project that requires the design of an intervention to increase digital inclusion of certain disadvantaged groups in Lithuania.

We looked for studies carried out between 2000 and 2017, which investigate the social benefits of digital technology use for disadvantaged user groups and, especially, of their outcomes in terms of increasing digital skills and motivation to use information and communication technologies.

The concepts of digital divide and the reduction of digital inequality are multi-dimensional and involve examination of several complex issues, such as inequality, digital divide, social exclusion and inclusion, approaches and measurement of social exclusion, general means of reduction of inequality, role of digital technologies in society, and more. Therefore, we inevitably need to limit the text to the exploration of the different digital means used for the reduction of the digital divide, focusing on its second and third levels.

The research questions we seek to answer as a result of the review are:

1. Which groups and areas are addressed in research investigating measures of increasing digital inclusion by the means of digital technologies?
2. What are the aims, methods, and results of the research into digital means of reduction of the second and third levels of the digital divide?

Digital inequalities manifest themselves internationally among countries with different economic development and, within countries, among different social groups. Inside any country, the national economy will define the general living standards; however, different social groups and even different individuals belonging to the same group will possess different economic, social, educational, and cultural capital. We are interested in the latter phenomena within the societies inside countries. Therefore, it is useful to understand the roots of the digital divide and its relation to social inequality.

Inequality in societies is not restricted to the digital domain and, to understand its impact, it is necessary to consider the nature of inequality more generally. Inequality has risen high on the agenda of economists since the 2008 financial crash and the implementation by many Western countries of austerity programmes, which seem to have worked to increase income inequality, rather than to ame-
lorate it. This has led to warnings, by the World Bank, for example, that, “the gap between rich and poor risks thwarting its ambition of eliminating extreme poverty by 2030” (Elliott, 2016). The OECD (2016) has warned that “income inequality levels have remained at historical highs.” Other organizations, such as Oxfam (2017) and the United Nations Development Programme (2009), have also emphasized income inequality in their analyses. The means to deal with inequality in society are mainly political. Many researchers point out that the taxation system is clearly one of the main means whereby a society can reduce income inequality (e.g., Bjorklund & Freeman, 1994; Koike, 2015). It would be in accord with Rawls’s second principle of justice, “While the distribution of wealth and income need not be equal, it must be to everyone’s advantage” (Rawls, 1999, p. 53).

Income inequality denies the possibility of ‘fair equality of opportunity’ because of its association with virtually all other inequalities, such as access to health care, access to education, and so on. It is also closely associated with digital inequality, especially, the first level, which requires political decisions on the infrastructural level. Van Dijk (2012) suggests that digital inequality is increasingly important in a network society and may lead to structural inequalities, excluding a majority of the population from active participation in that network society, not to speak of the most vulnerable groups (p. 73). However, the situation can be alleviated by a variety of political, economic, educational, and other measures. Any of these measures will have to address or employ digital technologies to decrease the digital divide and combat social exclusion. The first level, that of inequalities in physical access, is a domain of state policy and the results of the relevant political measures are usually assessed using representative population surveys. Our purpose was to explore the research carried out with the aim of decreasing social inequalities by employing digital means in diverse educational, cultural, or social contexts, regardless of their scale, and to identify the sectoral and organizational possibilities to diminish the digital divide. We expect to identify successful approaches to digital inclusion and diminishment of the digital divide through exploring smaller studies and experiments using qualitative or mixed methods.

The following text includes:

- The explanation of our theoretical approach.
- The methods used in conducting this literature review.
- Two parts presenting the results of literature analysis:
  - the first on research connecting digital divide manifestation to relational inequalities,
  - the second on studies of interventions to reduce digital inequalities.
- Discussion of the results and conclusion.

**Theoretical Approach**

The issues of digital divide are often treated as the disparities in adoption, diffusion, and utilization of information and communication technologies. This approach is demonstrated in the article by Pick and Sarkar (2016) comparing adoption-diffusion, the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology theories, spatially aware technology utilization, and digital divide models. However, we see the digital divide as an issue of social inequalities, social inclusion, and exclusion and searched for the theoretical model with this concept in mind.

The limitations of the notion of a digital divide have been addressed by Warschauer (2002), who notes that the idea of a binary divide into the ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’ can be patronising, typifying certain social groups as ‘have nots’, when, in fact, the employment of the technology by members of those groups (e.g., Black Americans in the US), varies according to their income level. Warschauer states:

“The bottom line is that there is no binary divide, and no single overriding factor for determining such a divide. ICT does not exist as an external variable to be injected from the outside to bring about certain results. Rather, it is woven in a complex manner in social systems and processes. And, from a policy standpoint, the goal of using ICT with marginalized groups is not to overcome a digital
divide, but rather to further a process of social inclusion” (Warschauer, 2002, para. 27), i.e. improving the opportunities and opening possibilities for individuals and groups to take part in the life of society and community.

Sassi (2005) has identified four conceptual approaches to the digital divide. The technocratic approach sees the diffusion of digital technologies as a way to create an information society and regards the differences in their use as occasional and temporary. The other three approaches are overlapping and build on each other. The social structure approach sees digital inequalities as structural and dependent on basic social differences and only disappearing with the removal of social differences. The exclusion approach regards information technology as not only strengthening basic structural inequalities, but also creating new ones. The modernization approach sees digital technology and the social economic system as interdependent structures where digital networks are used as new ways of controlling industrial and social systems and can be changed in the process (p. 692, 695). Van Dijk’s digital divide concept belongs to this latter approach and we have chosen this concept which also allows us to bring together individual, institutional, and societal interactions with different levels of digital inequalities. One should point out that these levels may also be found in other approaches as the elements of manifestations of the digital divide.

Recognition of the problems with the divide concept has led to the realisation that digital inequality is not simply a single, binary concept. The concept of relational inequality (categorical differences between groups of people) (Tilly, 1998) has been used to explain the present digital divide by van Dijk (2005). The author shows how dominant groups appropriate resources and societal norms and how this affects the unequal diffusion and adoption of new technologies, which in turn increases categorical inequalities. He also emphasizes different positions along the continuous spectrum of inequalities: from absolute exclusion of access to digital media to differences in economic and social benefits obtained through skilful and informed usage of digital technology (van Dijk, 2012). The appropriation of the technology depends on different kinds of access and the basis of it rests on motivation to use the technology (see Figure 1). Van Dijk sees motivation as one of the levels of the digital divide. However, it is often explored as a general factor of acceptance of innovations and technology (Venkatesh, 2000). In our interpretation, motivation increases with technology diffusion in society and can be explained both by social or cultural (income and education) and mental or psychological (psychological type or phobias) factors, but also as an outcome of increased digital skills and usage. Thus, we explore motivation as a possible effect (a result) of measures decreasing or increasing digital inequality.

![Figure 1: The levels of digital divide (based on van Dijk, 2012)](image)

The first level of the digital divide includes physical and material access. It includes the diffusion of Internet connection and penetration of computers or other digital devices into workplaces and
households. It is related to reducing prices for basic connections and equipment types, and it is predicted that eventually “the lower social strata... are starting to catch up and the divide narrows” (van Dijk, 2012, p. 65), though does not disappear altogether.

The second level of digital divide consists of inequalities in a wide range of “digital skills” (p. 67). Van Deursen and van Dijk (2010) have developed six types of Internet skills and the inequalities that can manifest within each of these types.

The highest, third level of the divide, relates to technology appropriation and use that can be measured in time and frequency, diversity and quality of used applications, and the benefits derived from the usage of technology.

Van Deursen et al. (2017) investigated the relations between different levels of the digital divide. Evidence was found of compound and sequential forms of digital inequality among Dutch Internet users. Compound inequality means that the lack of offline capital in one area (e.g., economic) will reduce the benefits derived from Internet use in this area, but not necessarily in another (e.g., cultural). Sequential inequality manifests itself when, for example, the lack of technical or information seeking skills affects different types of Internet use in many areas and diminishes derived benefits. These findings demonstrate that the digital divide is even more varied than was earlier anticipated.

For our purposes and from our standpoint of library and information science, we are mainly interested in the second (digital skills) and third (use benefits) levels of digital divide as our interventions can mainly affect the individual know-how and motivation to use digital technologies, but we are also interested in finding out how experiments directed towards diminishing digital exclusion affect the offline life of the subjects and if the researchers have paid attention to the influence of the social background of the subjects on the results of digital interventions.

**METHOD**

We chose Scopus and Google Scholar as our databases for searching the literature, as these sources offer a greater variety of material than does the Web of Science.

On Scopus, the search strategy, ("digital divide" OR "digital inequal*") AND ("social inclusion" OR "social exclusion") produced 164 papers published since 2000. The most active years were between 2007 and 2017, with 76 per cent of the total papers being published in these years. This is reflected in the texts selected for our review with only a small number of articles from the years 2000-2007. Analysis of the papers by the subject field to which the source is assigned by Scopus shows that the subject is predominantly of interest to the social sciences and computer science. There is some double assignment of fields to journals and, consequently, the total number of assignments exceeds the total number of papers. Thirty-four per cent of the assignments are to the social sciences and 28.6 percent are to computer science. There are, occasionally, papers in a wide range of other fields, including psychology, mathematics, medicine, and environmental sciences, illustrating the wide range of disciplines with interests in digital inequalities. The same search on Google Scholar produced more varied results and included project reports and official documents added to the review.

The criteria used for the selection of the texts were as follows: we have favoured empirical research over mere descriptions; selected the studies relating digital inequalities to social inequalities; selected studies of explicit interventions with the aim of reducing digital inequalities, rather than as an afterthought; prioritized cases of interventions on the community level; selected studies with empirical evidence of intervention effects on participants.

As we expected, in most of the literature, the second and third level of digital divide are addressed as well as the motivation to use the technology. In some cases, studies explored the results of providing access to digital equipment, but in general physical access to the digital technologies has to be provided in the first place to conduct further interventions.
The articles that we have selected for this review were analysed using thematic content analysis. We used an open list of themes based on the theoretical model, which was augmented with emerging additional themes. Both researchers did independent coding and then compared the results. In cases when a discrepancy between the codes was found, the researchers discussed the issue and assigned a commonly agreed upon code. The whole body of literature was analysed, but only the most typical examples are cited in this text.

The texts fall into two main parts. The first covers the issues of the relation of the digital divide (or inequality) to other structural or relational inequalities. They provide empirical data proving the reciprocal relation of these inequalities (e.g., van Dijk, 2012).

As for the second part, there is significantly less published research dealing with interventions aiming to reduce the digital divide in particular social groups or geographical areas, however, collecting what is available shows much wider distribution of the publications along different fields of research.

**Research on the Manifestation of Digital Inequality**

**Physical and Economic Access to Digital Technologies**

The Internet World Stats site draws its data from a variety of reliable sources and shows that in March 2017 almost half of the world's population (49.7%, or 3,739,698,500 people) now has access to the Internet. There are, of course, inequalities, such that in Africa only 28.3% of the population has access, whereas in North America, the proportion is 88.1% (Internet World Stats, 2017a). In Europe, inequalities also exist, with 43.4% penetration in the Ukraine, compared with 100% in Iceland. Analysis of the Internet World Stats data shows that more than half (38) of the countries in Europe (including those outside the European Union) have penetration levels of 80% or more, while only 15 have below 70% penetration (Internet World Stats, 2017b). As for connection speeds, according to the Akamai state of the Internet report for the first quarter of 2017 (Akamai, 2017, p. 3), South Korea has the highest average connection speed at 28.6 mbps; Norway and Sweden follow closely behind with speeds of 23.5 mbps and 22.5 mbps, respectively. Lithuania, with an average of 14.6 mbps ranks 28th in the world and is about in the middle of the European rankings.

The overall access figures for countries mask the inequality that exists within countries. For example, a report from the Oxford Internet Institute identifies the north-east of England as the most disadvantaged area in the UK, with less than 70% of people accessing the Internet, compared with London, with 85%, and even the rural area of Cornwall, with usage rates in the 80% range (Blank, 2014). In relation to connection speeds, Ofcom (the agency responsible for regulation of the telecommunications industry in the UK) reported that, in late 2016, the average broadband speed experienced by consumers was 36.2 mbps, largely as a result of the take-up of so-called 'superfast' broadband connections. However, the average speed in rural areas was less than 10 mbps, compared with 40 mbps in urban areas (Ofcom, 2017). In Lithuania, the same urban/rural divide exists, with users in the main cities being able to access services with speeds up to 100 mbps, but less than 10% of those in the country districts being able to do so (RaskInterneta, 2017). In the USA, average connection speed is now, reportedly (Ookla, 2016) more than 50 mbps, but the speed attained depends on the provider, mode of provision, and price. The Federal Communications Commission reported in 2016 that the median speed of connection was 36 mbps, with the best speeds being delivered by optical fibre providers, led by Verizon, with the lowest performance by suppliers of DSL and satellite connection (Federal Communications Commission, 2016).

From these data, and their collection over time, it is clear that the first divide, that is, the physical access to universal, high-speed Internet connection, is gradually closing in most of the developed world and that access to the network will become a matter of being able to pay for that connection. Thus, income inequality will affect digital inequality.
**Groups Affected by Digital Inequality**

Research in many countries before and after the millennium (U.S. National Telecommunications and Information Administration, 1995; 1998; 1999) finds that similar groups are affected by digital inequality, because of the connection to income inequality. Low-income households, single-parent families, the elderly, and those living in rural areas, are mentioned as most affected. The most recent report from the NTIA (Carlson & Goss, 2016) shows that the gap between rural and urban areas in Internet use has remained at “a fairly constant 6-9 percentage point gap”, although use in both areas has climbed from about 30% in 1998 to about 80% in 2015. Similarly, the gap between high income families and low-income families has remained: nationally, 86% of households with incomes above $100,000 a year report Internet use, compared with 57% of households with incomes below $25,000 a year (Carlson & Goss, 2016).

A recent paper by Fairlie (2017) concludes that “the “digital divide” based on ethnicity and race has not been bridged in the US and remains as large as it was two decades ago.” A cross-national study by Chen and Wellman (2004) showed that, in the UK, Germany, and South Korea, inequality in Internet access in relation to ‘socio-economic status’, i.e., household income, was actually increasing, while in the US and Japan, it was ‘declining yet persistent’. In China and Mexico, it was typified as ‘huge’ and in Italy, there was a significant gap related to level of education.

The male/female gap was non-existent in the US, ‘declining yet persistent’ in the UK, Japan, and China, and increasing in Germany and Italy. Two studies have shown the difference in women’s use of social technologies in different countries and relevance of these technologies to closing a more general gender gap (Nord, Paliszkiewicz, Grublješić, Scarlat, & Svanadze, 2015; Nord, Lee, Cetin, Atay, & Paliszkiewicz, 2016). In relation to ‘life stage’ (or the gap between the young and the elderly), in most of the eight countries covered in the study, inequality was declining. Countries also experience an urban/rural divide in access (Carlson & Goss, 2016) even in advanced societies (Salemnik, Strijker, & Bosworth, 2017). In Lithuania, reviews of digital development over several years have identified a persistent gap of access to and use of IT in big cities and rural regions (Žilinskas, 2011; 2012).

Ono and Zavodny (2008) have established an increasing digital inequality between Spanish-speaking immigrant and English-speaking households in the US since 2003. A study in Norway found that in addition to other factors, children with immigrant backgrounds (speaking at home Norwegian and another language or only another language) are less digitally competent (Hatlevik, Bjørk Guðmundsdóttir, & Loi, 2015).

The national picture regarding computer and Internet use will affect the situation: thus, a study in Hong Kong (Kwong, 2015) reported that the Internet was used by only 18% of persons aged 65 years and over, while the US Census recorded 51% of the same age group using the Internet from home or from some other location (US Census Bureau, 2014). Liubiniene and Thunqvist (2015) found that, in Lithuania, the main factor affecting the level of digital media literacy and, as a result, digital inequality, is age. In Sweden, the generation gap is much less evident.

Thus, general explorations provide evidence not only of the persistence of a digital divide, but also of more complicated issues of relational inequalities.

**Within Group Inequalities**

Relational inequalities emerge also within the same group. An Italian study of 900 persons between the ages of 65 and 74 (Colombo, Arolidi, & Carlo, 2015) found that those respondents who were using the technology were better off financially, had stable work situations, and were more highly educated. Access to the Internet was incorporated into their daily life: once these people cross the threshold of access, individuals become mature users in all senses and cease to be occasional visitors (Colombo et al., 2015, p. 54 [Our translation]). However, the authors have stated a growing polarization between the rich and the poor within this group, where a large proportion of older people remain disconnected and at risk of marginalisation (due to broader social factors), while for a minority
of users (economically and socially), digital media have penetrated daily life with great force, in terms of time spent and economic and relational investment (Colombo et al., 2015, p. 55 [Our translation]).

They go on to acknowledge that this may be a generational phenomenon, and that future generations, that have used computers and the Internet throughout their working lives, may well continue to do so in their later years.

An Australian study of refugees also found a digital divide among refugees “based on inequalities in physical access to and use of digital technology, the skills necessary to use the different technologies effectively and the ability to pay for the services” (Alam & Imran, 2015, p. 344). The cross-cultural study of Sweden and Lithuania has provided evidence of a digital divide and low media literacy of socio-economically marginalized groups, mostly immigrants or unemployed people (Liubiniené & Thungqvist, 2015, p. 146).

**Barriers, Mitigators and Benefits in the Use of Digital Technologies**

Some research is specifically concerned with the second level of digital inequality, that is, the ability to use the technology effectively, see for example the study by Hargittai (2002), that established a connection between socioeconomic background and Internet skills.

Thus, a study conducted in the US (Tsai, Shillair, Cotton, Winstead, & Yost, 2015) identified technological self-efficacy as a factor inhibiting the use of computers by older people. The researchers conducted interviews with elderly persons who already had a tablet computer. In 38% of the cases, the person had received the tablet as a gift, just under one half (47%) had seen other people using them and decided to buy for themselves, and 19% had an opportunity to use someone else’s device and had then bought their own. A crucial factor in gaining facility in using the device was its ease of use, which applied to both iPads and Kindle readers; gaining competence rapidly overcame any fears they might have had initially.

However, the authors note that many of their respondents had previous experience with computers, so learning how to use an iPad would not be particularly difficult. In this respect the interviewees were not, perhaps, typical of the older members of society. This latter point appears to be borne out by a Canadian study (Quan-Haase, Martin, & Shreurs, 2016), which studied “digital seniors”, i.e., persons between the ages of 60 and 84, who were users of the technology. In a high proportion of cases, these were people whose professions would have required computer use and the main findings related to their adopting new uses for the technology. Both studies pointed out that there were a number of advantages these older people gained from the use of tablet computers: keeping in touch with friends and family, keeping up-to-date with current affairs, and pursuing their special interests.

An earlier research review from the UK (Green & Rossall, 2013) looked into the barriers that affect computer and Internet use by senior citizens in the UK and showed that “there is a decreasing likelihood of using the Internet as age increases”, especially, for those with the lowest income and lower perceived health status (p. 7). Despite the same benefits from Internet use as noted above, there are many barriers to the use of digital technology: perceived lack of need, lack of awareness, previous experience or skills, fear of computers, concerns about security, and lack of trust (p. 16-19).

Wilding (2012) demonstrated that accessible information and communication, especially mobile technologies, are important for young refugees to offset the threat of marginalization and to seek positive social and cultural identities and experiences. Lloyd, Kennan, Thompson, and Qayyum (2013) found a relation between information literacy of refugees, digital divide, and social inclusion, i.e., their ability to overcome barriers preventing full participation in new communities. Further, Lloyd, Pilerot, and Hultgren (2017) have suggested that:
“Technology is instrumental in building both bonding and bridging capital, allowing refugees to maintain familial and trans-global alignments and to build social networks that support economic aspirations” (p. 11).

A study of refugees in Australia used focus groups as the data collection method and participants clearly understood the value of Internet connectivity as an aid to their daily lives, enabling them to search for jobs, to communicate with each other and with relatives abroad, and for accessing goods and services. The main barriers to gaining access were the lack of financial resources, together with an initial lack of language skills, and familiarity with the technology. Those without home connections used the public library, which, for some, had the disadvantage of being some distance from their homes, and the library of the educational institution where they were learning language and other skills (Alam & Imran, 2015).

**The Third Level of the Digital Divide**

Researchers have also addressed the third level of the divide (i.e., inequalities in the diversity of Internet use and in the benefits derived from use), although it is a rarity so far. Van Duersen and Helsper (2015) have reviewed earlier work about the outcomes of Internet use and identified eight categories of benefits that can be derived from such use: economic use related to commerce, economic use related to labour, social uses, educational uses, political uses, use of government institutions, and use of health institutions (p. 38). Their survey of a representative sample of the Dutch population has shown that “access to and use of the Internet might amplify existing inequalities above and beyond the intensity of Internet use” (Van Duersen & Helsper, 2015, p. 45). Other data support this suggestion, for example, showing that highly educated individuals get more economic commerce, institutional government, and educational benefits from the Internet than those less educated. Also “economic resources such as income and occupation are strongly related to economic outcomes and political and institutional outcomes” (p. 46).

Thus, it is important to monitor how Internet use contributes to the offline outcomes and deepens the third level digital divide. A recent analysis of representative survey data of adults in the US shows that web-use skills and diversity of Internet activities differ among older adults: those with higher socioeconomic status are more likely to benefit from the diversity of Internet use (Hargittai & Dobransky, 2017). A study based on Pew survey data shows that smartphones help to bridge the divide in physical access, but do not close the usage gap. Differences in smartphone dependence and use are based on race, age, income, and education. Though less advantaged group members are more likely to be smartphone-dependent, they use smartphones for more social activity, while individuals from more advantaged groups exploit them more for news and information (Tsetsi & Rains, 2017).

Another study of immigrants to New Zealand found that a positive attitude towards the technology was a major influence on its adoption and strong motivation coming from family, friends, and the wider ethnic community could overcome the economic (low income) barriers in acquiring computers and access to the Internet at home (Kabbar & Crump, 2006, p. 117). However, skills and usage benefits were important obstacles, so the self-confidence of many participants was low, or the computers were used in a limited way as communication tools. The awareness of such possibilities as English language learning sites, Internet banking, job seeking, or accessing local and central governmental services for health or educational purposes was very low or non-existent. The lack of relevant online content in accessible languages also became a significant barrier in adopting the technologies (p. 116, 117).

Thus, research supports the connection between social inequalities and the digital divide on different levels. We also looked into the research providing evidence that actually some manifestations of digital and social inequality can be addressed by increasing digital and information skills and increasing the benefits derived from Internet use by disadvantaged group members.
RESEARCH ON “DIGITAL INTERVENTIONS” FOR THE REDUCTION OF DIGITAL INEQUALITIES

The research on what we deemed “digital interventions” with the aim of reducing digital inequalities is not abundant, but it is building up especially in some areas, such as education and child literacy.

CHILD LITERACY AND EDUCATION

A series of educational experiments had the aim to assess computers as pedagogical mechanisms providing “equal opportunity and the required context to children from all types of socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds, to learn and achieve basic levels of literacy and education” (Mitra et al., 2005, p. 408). Over multiple experiments, using public access to computers and digital online or offline resources all over the world, Mitra and his collaborators have shown that disadvantaged children can learn by themselves or with minimal support from adults, and can not only acquire significant levels of computer literacy (Mitra et al., 2005), but also study quite complex materials in a little known language and achieve results comparable with those of the affluent students from well-staffed schools (Mitra & Dangwal, 2010). These researchers continue testing what they call the “self-organized learning environments” and “self-organized mediation environments” in disadvantaged rural areas of India and urban areas in Northeast England. Digital technologies play a central role in acquiring knowledge and getting adult support in these experiments.

Another interesting experiment was aimed at large-scale improvement in literacy and reading skills by using digital technologies in so-far illiterate communities that lacked pre-schools. The first stage, involving planting tablet computers with pre-selected apps and texts in two remote and isolated villages in Ethiopia, was successful (Wolf, Ullman-Shade, & Gottwald, 2012): in a year, forty children, who had never seen any written text in any form found out how to use the tablets, learned the alphabet and acquired other skills required for reading, and selected the most helpful applications. This success opens the possibilities for further application of digital technology to introduce literacy and develop reading habits around the world and to disadvantaged groups in developed countries (Wolf, Gottwald, Breazeal, Galyean, & Morris, 2017).

Several research groups have taken advantage of state-supported programmes for students at schools in several Latin American countries to carry out investigation of the impact of computer technology diffusion on mitigation of digital inequalities (e.g. Plan Ceibal in Uruguay, Programa Enlaces in Chile, Programa Conectar Igualdad in Argentina). We have looked closely at the semi-structured interview study of the programme in Argentina (Larghi, Lemus, Moguillansky, & Welschinger, 2015), in which Programa Conectar Igualdad (PCI), focused on young people, delivering more than 3.5 million net books to schools throughout Argentina and distributing them to students. The researchers interviewed students from two schools that benefited from the programme. The first school was attended by pupils from affluent middle-class families, while the second consisted of children from low income, working class families. Larghi, et al. (2015) studied the impact of the programme in the two schools, collecting data through interviews with 20 students in each school, finding that the PCI had provided the first computers to the lower-class youths and a diminished digital skills gap between the two groups:

“there is evidence of more diverse and increased use of ICTs among lower class students, revealing the development of digital skills related to educational activities. Since these skills were already largely present in middle class families, the PCI tends to reduce the first and second levels of the digital divide.” (p. 2-3)

The availability of their own computers reduced the reliance of working-class youth on cybercafés and other public access points and “provided them with new opportunities” (Larghi et al., 2015, p. 13-14) to search for meaningful information, do homework, access digital resources, and communicate with family and friends. In addition, it introduced digital technologies into their family and many
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parents started using the computers themselves or procured an Internet connection at home. The students from both groups emphasized the importance of teachers and their digital skills for using the netbooks for different subjects. On the other hand, the difference in the previous accessibility to and experience of digital technologies resulted in persisting inequalities of the types and variety of computer and Internet use, e.g. “in less intensive use of spreadsheets, text editing and graphic presentation software” (p. 13-14).

The study is interesting in that it demonstrates, very clearly, how a well-directed, public policy can help to mitigate the digital inequalities that arise out of endemic social inequalities. The grouping of the dimensions of digital inequality in the study is also of interest, identifying access and connectivity (the first divide), technological skills (the second divide), computer and Internet use (the third divide), and what we may need to call a fourth divide, ‘forms of appropriation of online virtual social networks.’

The use of computer technology may not always have beneficial effect in education, however. A study in the US following the impact of introduction of home computers and broadband on learning achievements, found, somewhat counter-intuitively, that, “the introduction of home computer technology is associated with modest, but statistically significant and persistent negative impacts on student math and reading test scores” (Vigdor, Ladd, & Martinez, 2014, p. 1103) and increasing digital inequalities. The study found that:

“The evidence is consistent with the view that Internet service, and technology more broadly, is put to more productive use in households with more effective parental monitoring of child behavior” (p. 1117)

suggesting that ‘bridging the divide’ is only part of the problem of educational inequality and that teaching effective use of the technology must also be considered.

The latter two studies take us to the issues of social and community background in the introduction of digital technologies as the means of addressing digital inequalities.

**Disadvantaged Communities**

Loader and Keeble (2004) conducted an overview of community informatics initiatives from the late 1990s to the beginning of the 2000s, focusing on some innovative projects for creating community learning environments, regeneration of deprived communities through provision of ICTs, increasing civic participation through e-democracy means, and citizenship education. The overall conclusions show a lack of evidence that community informatics initiatives are closing the digital divide. They are more beneficial to those who are already better educated and more familiar with ICTs and rarely attract those who would benefit most (Loader & Keeble, 2004, p. 41-42).

Another major study by the Information Society Unit at the EU Joint Research Centre (Stewart et al., 2013) explored the potential of digital games for social inclusion of groups at risk. The researchers investigated a number of case studies in Europe and the US, in which digital games were employed in different settings to increase the awareness of social inclusion forms, to alleviate the community problems or individual suffering of people with health problems. Most of the games were used in educational settings. Although the results were not entirely reliable or sufficient in all cases, the investigation has shown that digital games can be intrinsically motivating to the players by “bringing sense of confidence, belonging and autonomy”, “improve social skills and foster communities”, provide safe space for participation and learning, and support the development of core and transferable skills (Stewart et al., 2013, p. 67-70).

In yet another study, Kvasny and Keil (2006) report on interventions carried out in two cities in Georgia (US), LaGrange and Atlanta. In LaGrange, free access to the Internet was provided to citizens in a deprived area of the city, while, in Atlanta, "Cyber Centers" were set up in the poorer parts of the city. In the centres, citizens could receive free training and free access to computers. The re-
sults of the evaluation showed that in LaGrange, only 45% of eligible households had adopted the technology and the city manager commented:

“We really thought the folks without computers were going to jump all over it. And what we learned is that the digital divide is not necessarily an economic problem exclusively, because economics are [sic] not a part of this deal. The problem exists on a host of levels, money is one of them, desire, interest, willingness to learn is another part of it” (Kvasny & Keil, 2006, p. 45).

In Atlanta, on the other hand, the programme appears to have been very successful: the thirteen centres trained more than 15,000 citizens in their first eighteen months of operation. It is clear, however, that it was not viewed as a success by all of the participants, who were disappointed that it did not lead to them getting a job, in other words, deriving benefit from the training was problematic. Thus, even when training appears to be well-organized and well-targeted, as in the Atlanta case, some of the participants have hopes of benefits that training alone cannot provide. Computer skills, including Internet skills, may be desirable for all kinds of jobs and to support daily living, but participants in training have to be highly motivated and focused in their aims, taking their training into daily life and, independently, developing their skills further. Some are clearly aware of this: one of the Atlanta programme participants commented:

“I feel like I’ve gone from Kindergarten to third grade during the past 8 weeks of class. I’m still in elementary school, but I’m picking things up” (Kvasny & Keil, 2006, p. 48).

This participant understood that he or she needed to continue to learn, in order to derive benefit from the new skills. Motivation is key to this and the evidence of research on some categories of disadvantaged persons is that, perhaps, more effort needs to be expended on motivating than on simply teaching new skills.

Elderly Persons

The significance of motivation is quite evident in the study of training for elderly people. Cody, Dunn, Hoppin, and Wendt (1999), note that almost half of the people (48%), recruited to participate in a project of learning to use WebTV, withdrew in the first six weeks:

“Forty-five individuals (15% of the entire sample) believed that WebTV was too difficult to learn, while 77 individuals (26% of the entire sample) withdrew because they felt that they did not have sufficient time to devote to learning to use WebTV” (Cody et al., 1999, p. 261).

However, once trained, the remaining participants experienced feelings of social support and enjoyed being online. The organizers noted that similar interventions should concentrate on reducing anxiety and building efficacy even before the start of a programme. On the other hand, dependence upon proprietary systems is inadvisable (WebTV was closed down by Microsoft in 2013), since the skills gained need to be employed across generic types of technology.

A UK study confirmed that once the initial apprehension about the complexity of the technology is removed, confidence and interest of elderly people increased and skills developed (Hill, Betts, & Gardner, 2015, p. 417). Hill et al. (2015) used two focus groups of older people (between the ages of 54 and 85) who had previously attended classes on digital inclusion. They were engaged in discussing their perceptions of digital technology and its effects on their lives. The results of the analysis of the focus group discussions showed that the participants appreciated the benefits that the technology could bring to them:

“Through enabling hobbies, social contact, and everyday tasks, DT [digital technology] facilitated more enjoyment, support, and flexibility into the lives of participants. This in turn supports social inclusion by enabling social connectedness, computer mediated social networks, and also opens up opportunities to introduce more enabling uses of DT...” (Hill et al., 2015, p. 419).
On the other hand, participants in the focus groups, perceived some negative effects, seeing the ‘always connected’ nature of young people’s lives as detrimental to their self-reliance and independence.

This last study did not actually evaluate a specifically designed training programme, however, it did produce evidence of the benefits of the technology, from those who overcame their initial barriers to Internet use.

Although we have found a number of publications that present information on the design and description of training or other digital interventions, they rarely incorporate an appropriate assessment of their impact on the participants. This was also noted by Green and Rossall (2015), whose research review registered five interventions for senior citizens in the UK between 2002-2013, which had rather weak impact evaluation mainly in terms of increased skills and confidence, social capital, well-being, and employability.

**Intervention Methods**

The interventions that we have found were carried out on different scales and with different audiences, ranging from deprived areas in large cities to village communities or smaller groups of representatives of the disadvantaged sections of the community. Some seemed to grow from a localized test of an idea into wide-spread experimentation in different countries (Mitra & Dangwal, 2010), others were particularly designed for a clearly defined intervention to achieve a particular outcome (Wolf et al., 2017). Particular test instruments were used to measure the impact of an intervention, such as standard educational tests for particular secondary school subject, literacy, and mathematic skills (e.g., PISA instruments) (Vigdor et al., 2014) or testing reading pre-requisites (Wolf et al., 2017).

The success of the deployment of information technology in large cities was measured in terms of turn-up of local inhabitants at public access points, usage time, and, to some extent, interviews with the users. The impact of some large interventions can also be measured separately from the actual intervention, as was done in assessing the PCI in Argentina by interviewing youths from two different schools with different social profiles (Larghi et al., 2015) or conducting focus groups with elderly in the UK after the digital inclusion courses (Hill et al., 2015).

The usual instruments used in general exploration of digital inequalities are mainly statistical data on availability of the digital technology, deployment of the broadband connections, and penetration of digital technology into households or workplaces. In addition, questionnaire surveys (usually, self-completed) were used, sometimes representative of the whole population (e.g., Dutch case by van Deursen, Helsper, Eynon, & van Dijk, 2017) or of a particular social group (e.g., Hatlevik et al., 2015). Qualitative methods are also applied for this exploration, such as semi-structured interviews (Tsai et al., 2015) or focus groups (Alam & Imran, 2015). Which methods are applied depends on the research questions and approaches chosen by researchers, but many of the instruments, especially, validated questionnaires, may be adopted for research in other settings.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

**Groups and Areas Addressed in Research**

Looking into the overall digital divide research, especially in the area of physical and economic access to digital technology, one can say that the gap between some relational groups of inequality is closing, though at different rates in different countries. This can be said of the male/female, young/old relational groups, and to some extent low/high income groups as each new generation of technology lowers the price of equipment and connection. These relational inequality groups remain the same within countries, and the digital divide between them may depend on the country’s own situation on the international scale of inequality. However, the gap between some groups remains the same, e.g. urban/rural or high/low education group. Moreover, new digital divides have been identified inside groups (e.g. high and low income and education influence on elderly persons or migrants’ access to
digital technology) confirming van Dijk’s (2012) statement about the complexity of digital inequalities. It seems also that the gap in the quality of access (broadband connection, new and older equipment) remains, as it is closely connected with income inequality. Relational inequalities seem to be replicated in different settings: educational and children’s literacy, employment and working life, access to cultural products and services, solving of everyday problems.

If physical access to digital technologies tends towards being reduced, the gap in digital and information skills and the usage benefits persists in most countries and populations, be it widely-studied older adults, young people, or migrants. It is also replicated within the usage patterns of different equipment, such as laptops, tablet computers, or smartphones.

**AIMS, METHODS, AND RESULTS OF INTERVENTIONS**

On the other hand, the literature shows that intentional interventions can result in positive outcomes of reducing relational inequalities, though this is not a question of simple deployment of public access points to the population or even distribution of advanced equipment among students or other social groups.

The area of education has attracted the largest number of interventions that were evaluated using valid tools. The success of these interventions (when it is registered) benefits mostly the most disadvantaged groups of students, but it depends more on successful pedagogical approaches than on the deployment of equipment as such. Though at first glance “the hole in the wall” (Mitra et al., 2005; Mitra & Dangwal, 2010) or the project for the development of pre-requisites for literacy (Wolf, Ullman-Shade, & Gottwald, 2012; Wolf et al., 2017) rely on “leaving the equipment for free access,” closer examination reveals creative selection of learning approaches, teaching materials, and definition of aims and tasks for the participants in the experiment. The most important factors in these approaches are the reliance on collaborative learning and supporting creativity of the learners. It is not quite clear, but very probable, that negative impact from the deployment of computers and digital technology happens when these carefully developed strategies are absent.

Large interventions at a community level are rare and poorly equipped with valid evaluation data. However, they provide one more interesting finding about motivation of the targeted population. Provision of free public access points to the Internet and training possibilities may or may not attract citizens, depending on the situation of the community, and the dynamics and prospects of its development (Loader & Keeble, 2004; Kvasny & Keil, 2006). It is difficult to collect reliable data from such interventions and, especially, to assess the reasons for their success or failure.

The most popular type of intervention with migrant or elderly people is the evaluation of training programmes together with provision of access to some equipment. The outcomes of training in WebTV (Cody et al., 1999) and the classes of digital inclusion (Hill et al., 2015) with senior citizens show that the use of digital technology helps to reduce their social isolation and to increase a sense of well-being. However, they also need to consider the ease of use of the provided equipment, as well as the help needed to overcome initial anxiety and offer a sense of usefulness to the activity.

Thus, we can conclude that, in planning a digital intervention with the aim of reducing digital inequalities, one needs to assess carefully the context and the needs of participants. Similarly, methods must be devised to attract and retain their interest through collaborative interactions, and gradual increase in the complexity of tasks. The creative efforts of participants must be supported through the use of appropriate equipment and using properly devised learning materials based on sound pedagogical principles.

We will test these conclusions by applying an intervention in the context of Lithuanian towns of different sizes. The intervention will build on a common design of collaborative learning and similar type of materials but employ different pedagogical approaches and support to three groups of participants from different disadvantaged social groups. We expect to prepare policy recommendations for
educational and cultural institutions in Lithuania after the conclusion of this intervention. However, this literature review allows us to suggest that Lithuanian educational institutions could invest in the design of well-grounded pedagogical and didactic strategies for collaborative digital literacy programmes among the most disadvantaged students as this group demonstrates the most significant advances in conquering the digital gap that exists with more affluent students.
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